
Methodology (cont.) ——————
IV. Utilize STRIDE and DREAD risk frameworks to analyze

A. STIRDE - Categorization of threat vectors

B. DREAD – Risk scoring of threat vectors

C. EPSS – Exploit Prediction Scoring System

D. Support threat vector risk scoring

V. MITRE ATT&CK framework mitigation

Results ——————
- Qualitative Analysis

- Quantitative Analysis

Project Statement ——————

I. Objective

A. Understand and assess the risks and vulnerabilities 
exacerbated by the complexities of a multi-cloud 
environment

II. Motivation

A. Emerging proliferation of multi-cloud environment 
for organization’s workloads

B. Risk escalation due to complexities of multi-cloud 
inter-communication and expanded attack surface

III. Methodology

A. Utilization of industry standard risk analysis 
frameworks enabling holistic assessment

IV. Results development

A. Evaluate defensive techniques and gain an 
understanding of the multi-cloud specific risk 
priorities and mitigations

Methodology ——————

I. Defined 3-tier cloud architecture for analysis

II. Healthcare provider as a use case to perform BIA

III. Defined threat vectors unique to multi-cloud utilizing 
MITRE ATT&CK framework

Results (cont.)——————

- MITRE ATT&CK mitigations & countermeasures

Conclusion ——————

I. Multi-cloud environments have similar risk and 
vulnerabilities as single cloud environments with the 
primary differences being:

A. Expanded attack surface 

B. Increased complexity of security design

C. Different mitigation priorities

II. Change management is a significant administrative 
security practice addressing threats across multiple 
categories

III. Research to address multi-cloud specific security risks 
and vulnerabilities should be prioritized considering the 
proliferation and complexity of the multi-cloud 
environments.

A. Current focus of research is on software development 
for a multi-cloud

1. Limited research has focused on multi-cloud 
systems and infrastructure integration

B. Future research opportunities

1. Unified cloud environment management

2. Multi-cloud threat modeling standard
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